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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS. 

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 236. 

POSSIBILITY OF PROFITABLE AIP TRAFFIC 3ETi1EN 

LISBON AND RIO DE JANEE.O.* 

By Walter Sherz. 

ith th consent of the management of the German Airship 

Company in Friedxichshafen, the author presents this paper, which 

forms a part of a work he has undertaken regarding air traffic of 

the world. 

slp Type.- As the basis of the present article, I have tak-

en the same type: which the Zeppelin Airship Construction Company 

designed in the winter of 1921-22, for the "Compania Transaerea 

Espanola" (Spanish Air Traffic Company) in Madrid, for the projected 

airship line between Seville and Buenos Aires. 

This is a Zeppelin airship of about 135000 ni (1453113 cu.ft) 

gas capacity, with a total length of 250 rn (820..21 ft) and: a maximum 

diameter of 33.8 m (110.89 ft). The power plant consists of nine 

400 HP Maybach engines, only seven of which would ordinarily be kept 

running and would give the airship a cruising speed of 110 km/hr 

(68.35 mi/hr), or 31 rn/sec (100.25 ft/sec). With all nine engines 

running, the airship could attain a maximum speed of 132 km (82 miles) 

0 
per hour. Ihen filled with hydrogen at a temperature of 25 C (7? F) 

and under a barometric pressure of 750 mm (29.53 in), it would have a 

total lift of about 142 metric tons (313056 lb), of which about 66.5 

tons (146607 ib) would be dead load and 75.5 tons (166449 ib) useful 

* From Luftfahrt, July 5, 1923, pp. 74-7?.
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load. The latter would be divicd, for the isbon-Rio de Janeiro 

trip, as follows: 

40 passengers at 150 Ic (330.7 ib) each, including provisions 

and baggage	 6	 13228	 lb 

Excess baggage	 1	 2205 

Mail and other freight	 12	 26455 

Crew	 4	 8818 

Ftiel for 7 êngines for 90 hours 	 45	 99208 

Ballast	 6	 13228 

Reserve lift	 1.5	 3307 

Total	 75.5 t	 166449	 lb 

A fuel consumption of 70 kg (154.33 lb) of fuel per hour per 

engine is assumed, which corres ponds to an hourly consumption of 

230 g (.514 ib) per HP for an actual outut of 300 HP by each en-

gine, this fiire being a very conservative estimate, as compared 

with past performances of airship engines. The relatively high 

fuel consumption is, however, adopted as the basis of the calcula-

tions, in order to alla y any fear that the completion of a trip 

might be prevented by fuel shortage, even in unfavorable weather. 

Also the cost of operation, as given in detail further on, 

would be considerably reduced in practice by the smaller fuel con-

sumption. The 7500 kg (16535 ib) for ballast and reserve lift ex-

ceed the hitherto customary amount. This amount was adopted; in 

order to avoid any disappointment from either the technical stand-

point (injury to the gas cells) or meteorological (weighting by
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rain; high temperature) and in order to assure the completion of the 

trip over the long reaches of sea and thus assure the safety of the 

passengers and the regular delivery of the mail. 

If the airship were filled with helium, instead of hydrogen, it 

would lose about 7.5% of its lift and 10.5 tons (23149 ib) carrying 

capacity (for 135000 m 3 (1453113 cu.ft) gas capacity), from which 

fact it is apparent that such an airship could still be used for 

transatlantic traffic, with the same number of passengers, by reduc-

ing the allowance for mail and ballast one-half. The employment of 

helium in the South American service does not appear probable in 

the near future, since neither in Europe nor in South America have 

there been discovered any helium-holding natural gas wells, which 

constitute an essential condition for the obtention of large quanti-

ties of helium. 

For the accommodation of the 40 passengers, there are, immedi-

ately back of the pilot room, ten capacious cabins for four persons 

each, which are designed, along with the common dining room, to be 

occupied during the day. The kitchen, wash-rooms and water-closets 

resemble those on small passenger steamers. In this connection, it 

must be remembered that the airship takes only about three days to 

cover a distance for which sea-ships require over two weeks. Radio 

telegraphy and telephony are at the service of the passengers, the 

same as on ocean steamers. Mail, freigit and baggage are stowed in-

side the hull of the airship. 

The cost of building such an airship, of 135000 m 3 (1453113 

cu.ft) gas capacity, would be about $1400000; without including the
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interest on the capital required for the erection of' a new airship 

factory, in case the airship could not be built in an already ex-

isting factory. A regular weekly airship service between Lisbon 

and Rio de Janeiro could be carried on with three airships, two 

being actively engaged and the other held in reserve. The life of 

such an airship is assumed to be two years, which corresponds, in 

this particular instance, to 100 trips between Europe and Brazil or 

about 800000 1 (497100 nü). The airship could be insured at an 

annual cost of about 12%, hich will doubtless be reduced when the 

gneral confidence in airship traffic.has increased. 

Itinerary, Airports and Time Schedules. - The following itiner-

ary is assumed for the trip from Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro. though 

the pilot may deviate from it according to the meteorological condi-

tions on any trip, in order to make the quickest and most economical 

passage.	
km	 ml 

Lisbon-Cape Verde	 3000	 1864.11 

Cape Verde-St. Paul	 1700	 1056.33 

St. Paul-Pernambuco	 1200	 745.64 

Perna.mbuco-Rio de Janeiro	 2000	 1242.74 

Total	 7900	 4908.82 

In consideration of the fact that a stop at Pernam'ouco repre-

sents considerable loss of time and money (as well as danger under 

certain weather conditions), it would be desirable to deliver the 

European mail for this port by means of special parachutes. Perhaps 

it would also be possible in most cases to take on the bags of mail
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from this place for EurOpe without stopping. Whether this would 

answer the purpose, can be dcided only after a careful determina-

t,ion of the amount of mail to and. from Brazil. 

Likewise, the locations of the terminal stations in Lisbon and 

Brazil must be regarded as provisional, since the final decision as 

to the best locations can only be reached after thorough investiga-

tion of meteorological and traffic conditions on the spot. It may 

be safely assumed, however, from the data already at hand, that it 

will be possible to find, both in the vicinity of Lisbon and 0±' Rio 

de Janeiro, places where a double hangar 300 )( 90.X 50 m (984.25 X 

295.27 X 164.04 ft) and a mooring mast will satisfy the demands of 

regalar traffic, the same as appears to be the case for Seville, 

after the investigations made by the Zeppelin Company in southern 

Spain. For the sake of completeness, however, it is proposed to 

investigate the economical influence of revolving or circular hang-

ars on transatlantic airship traffic, although such expensive in-

stallations, which might be necessitated by the weather conditions 

in North America or in certain traffic centers of Europe, do not ap-

pear to be required, even for regular traffic, in the case under 

consideration. 

On the contrary, it' would be going beyond the permissible lim-

its, even in this very general calculation, to proceed on the basis 

of substituting mooring masts in place of hangars at both terminals 

or either one of them, as is being contemplated in the latest British 

plans for air traffic with India. Notwithstanding all the progress 

made in the construction of storm-proof airships, it would still be
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rather presumptious to regard. airship hangars simply as "docks" for 

the airships while be{n overhauled after many weeks' flight. We 

are not denying the possibility of development in this direction, 

especially since the experiments (begun in England and now being 

continued in America) with mooring masts for large rigid airships 

seem to confirm the hopes of the British airship pilots. 

The completely equipped transatlantic airship ports in Portugal 

and Brazil, including double hangars, mooring masts, workshops, gas-

works, radio stations, and dwellings, would probably cost $10000000. 

The sinking fund, and insurance for the stationary structures may 

be set respectively at 5% and 1/3% annually. 

If, on the other hand, both terminals of such an airship line 

should be equipped with revolving hangars in conjunction with sta-

tionary hangars or possibly with circular hangars (of 300 in (984.25 

ft) diameter), the cost would be increased to 18 or 25 million dol-

lars, thus unfavorably affecting the profitableness of the ;hole 

undertaking. 

The flight-times between Lisbon and Rio de Janeiro were calcu-

lated on the basis of the prevailing winds as given in the follow-

ing table. Thus, with an airship speed of 110 km (68.35 ml) (60 nau-

tical miles) per hour, it would take 2 days 17 hours to fly from 

Lisbon to Rio (in a southwesterly direction) and 3 days 9 hours for 

the return. An average flight-time of 75 hours (3 days 3 hours) 

would mean an average fuel consumption of about 36 metric tons 

(79366 ib).
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Stretch Distance Wind Time in hours 

km ml Going Coming Going Coming 

Lisbon-StPaü 4700 2920.43 N.E.trades 
+6 rn/sec 

+19.68 ft/sec

N.E. trades 
-6 rn/sec 

-19.68 ft/sec

35 52 

St.Paul - Rio 

de Janeiro

3200 1988.38 S.E.	 trades 
-i rn/sec 

-3.28 ft/sec

S.E.trades 
± 0 rn/sec 
± 0 ft/sec

30 29 

8 rn/sec 
26.25 ft/sec

lateral 

Totals 7900 4908.81 65 81 

Fuel consumption in metric tons 32 40 

Fuel consumption in thousand pounds 70.5 88.2

tiMer the above conditions, the ro'oah1e costs per trip may be 

estimated as follows; 

Starting and landing
	 500 

Fuel and oil (at 100 and 333 per ton, 
respectively),	 5000

(at 98.4 and 328 per English ton 
respectively),

meter (1.076 /cu.ft),	 5000 

Operation (90 persons for 3 days), 	 1500 

Total	 12OOO 
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The anral costs or 100 trips would amount to 7.5 million 

dollars, as follows: 

Operating costs for 100 trips at 12OOO = ........l,2OO,OOO 

Upkeep .-	 .......................-	 .
1,500,000 

Salaries...................................................................1,000,000 

Miscellaneous .............................................................500,000 

Sinking Fund (Amortization): 

Airports 5%	 500,000 

Airships 5O	 2,100,000 ..................................2,600,000

Insurance: 

Airports 1/3%	 35,000 

Airships l2	 500,000 

Personnel	 165,000 .........................................700,000 

Total ...............7,5O0,0O0 

The required capital would be distributed as follows: 

2 complete airports .................................................10,000,000 

3 airships - 135000 m 3 (1453113 cu.ft), 

9 engines, 40 passengers) at 1;400,000............4,200,000 

Operation...................................................................O0,OOO 

Total..............17,OOO,0OO 

A South American line, requiring terminals with revolving or 

circular hangars for the maintenance of regular service, would need 

a capital of 25 to 32 million dollars and, since the greater expense 

for amortization and insurance would increase the operating expenses 

from 7.5 to 8 or 8.3 million dollars, it would hardly be possible
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under such conditions, to make a profit with reasonable fares and 

freight rates. 

In the special case under consideration (Lisbon-Rio de Janeiro) 

it is of prime importance as to whether the estimated investment 

of 17 glillion dollars would yield dividends and how large. In the 

following table, annual estimates for 100 trips are given for the 

two caes: A, with complement of passengers arid freight; B, with 

3/4 complement. The lucrative load consists of passengers, letters, 

newspapers, freight and baggage 

Complement Passengers Letters 	 Newspapers Baggage Totaltons 
No. wt.	 & freight 

30 million 
A	 1/1	 4000 600 t eoo t	 600 t	 100 t	 1900 t 

22.5 million 
B	 3/4	 3000 450 t 450 t	 450 t	 75 t	 1425 t 

The transportation charges for passengers, letters and cargo 

(newspapers, freight and baggage) are graded in the ratio 13 : 10 : 5. 

On this basis, the following table combines three schedules, start-

ing respectively with 1000, 1500 and 2000 dollars single passenger 

fare.

Schedule Single 
trip

Letters per 
20 g	 oz

Freight per 
kg	 lb

Baggage per 
kg	 lb 

I 

II 

III

$1000 

1500 

2000

l0 

15 

20

i4.18 

21.27 

28.35

2.5O 

3.75 

3.75

$1.13 

1.70 

1.70

$2.50 

3.75 

5.00

$1.13 

1.70 

.2.27

The above schedules would yield the following gross receipts, 
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from which the net profit and the dividetids eartied on the capital 

are computed. 

A. Yearly income 100 tri p s), in millions of dollars, 

with full caxgo. 

Schedule Schedule Schedule 
II __________ 

4.00 6.000 8.0 

3.00 4.50Q: 6.0 

1.50 3.250 3.0 

0.25 0.375 0.5 

8.75 1.3.135 17.5 

	

1.25	 5.6	 10 

	

7.5	 33	 59. 

From 

Passengers 

Letters 

Freight 

Baggage 

Totals 

Net profit, with 7.5 million dollars 
annual operating expenses .......... 

Dividends (1) .......................................

B. Yearly income (100 triDs), in millions of dollars, 

with 3/4. carRo:

From Schedule 
I

Schedule 
II

Schedule 
III 

Passengers 3.000 4.5000 6.000 

Letters 2.250 3.3750 4.500 

Freight 1.125 1.6875 2.250 

Baggage 0.180 0.2800 0.375 

Totals 6.555 9.842 13.125 

Net profit -- 2.34 5.63 

Dividends (Q) -- 13.50 33.00
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The ton-kilometer cost oti this line (7900 km	 4909 mi) may 

be used for making rough estimates of the cOst of' transportation 

on other lines. Such estimates would naturally apply only under 

similar conditions and. for long distances (5000 to 10000 km-

3107 to 6214 mi). 

CharRes for transportation, in dollars: 

Per ton-kilometer 

Schedule I. II	 I 

Passengers 0.84 L12 L.68 

Letters 0.63 0.95 1.26 

Freight & Baggage 0.3l5 0.475 0.63 

(2240 lb-ton)	 Per ton-mile 

Schedule S I II III 

Passengers 1.374 1.831 2.747 

Letters 1.030 1.553 2.060 

Freight & Baggage 0.515 0.777 1.030

The airship passenger fares and freight charges of schedule II 

which afford a comparison with sea ships, when the great saving 

in time (3 days instead of 2 weeks) is considered, would therefore 

guarantee annual dividends of 13.5 to 33% on an investment of 17 

million dollars. With schedule III, the profits would be still 

larger, so that even the above-mentioned larger investments of 25 
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or 32 millions would. yield good dividends: 20-38% with revoJ.ving 

hangars ((25,000,000 capital); or 15-28% vi±th circular hangars 

((32,000,00o capital). It is hard to tell how high .he charges 

could be raised without repelling patronage at the start. This 

article is only intended to demonstrate that airshi traffic :oetween 

Europe and South America is economically feasible, even with the 

very large capital investment necessitated in any event. Its tech--

nical poscibility.would. hardly be questioned today, since in the 

fall of 1919, a regular daily airship traffic was maintained between 

Berlin and Friedrichshaf en (on LakcConstanc) with only one small 

airship and under considerably less favorable weather conditions. 

The establishment of rapid transatlantic airship service pre-

sents not only a bold technical problem, but alEo an exceedingly 

important economical problem, in which the capitalists and govern-

ments of all countries should take an interest, especially since 

notwithstanding all the improvements in the construction of swift 

sea-going vessels, there appears to be no possibility of even ap-

proaching the short flight-times, over such broad ocean expanses, 

now attainable by airships. Moreover, it is still doubtful as to 

whether giant airplanes can afford the requisite safety for the 

transportation of passengers in non-stop flights of 5000 to 10000 km 

(3107 to 6214 ml). 

•	 Accurate data regarding the amount of mail between Europe and 

South America would be of the greatest importaice in detcrraining 

whether the 600 tons (1322772 ib) annual mail (30 million letters 

of 20 grams (.7055 oz) each), estimated for the Lisbon-Rio de Jan-
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eiro line, exceeds or falls below the actual amount, which does r1ot 

appear unlikely, when we consider that during the past ar the 

Ameiican aerial mail carried over 50 million letters on the Conti-

nent alone. 

Perhaps at first the profitableness of airship traffic over 

long distances will depend. less on transportation of passengers 

and more on carrying the mail, especially if aided by thoroughly 

justifiable government subsidies for the stationary structures of 

the airports, such as have been already guaranteed by Spain and 

Argentina for the contemplated airship 1.ie between those two 

countries. 

Translated by 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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